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Bambi was a white-tailed deer. Bambi was not an elk. However, elk are a type of deer, 
occasionally confused with the European red deer. The categorization between deer and elk 
consists of differences in identification across countries and a study of the biological 
classification system. 

In Arizona there is a population of male, bull elk with dark, red coats that help make them 
discernable in the high elevations of mixed conifers and spruce fir-sub-alpine where they roam 
within a half-mile range of water during summer. In winter months, the snowfall pushes the elk 
to lower ground where they can be spotted sporting the seasonal yellow-tinted rump patch in the 
pinyon-juniper vicinity grazing on foliage. 

Elk sightings are frequent in the Coconino National Forest located in Flagstaff, the Prescott 
National Forest and Kaibab National Forest in the Grand Canyon area during rutting season, 
which is August through September. 

The rutting, or mating season, is also hunting season for those who flock to the northern region 
of the state in search of the prized species. At one time this most-populated type of deer in North 
America had practically ceased in Arizona in 1893. However, with the introduction of the Rocky 
Mountain elk from Yellowstone during the early 1900s, they began to rein the state’s regions 
again. 

An average male elk can weigh about 900 pounds whereas the female cow can reach 500 
pounds. The Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation explains how members of this deer family eat and 
watch for predators at the same time. When elk gather in herds and munch on their typical diet of 
grasses, shrubbery and weeds, at least one other is glancing around for major predators such as 
mountain lion and coyote in Arizona. Even those eating have their ears ready to detect any real 
threat that may lurk nearby with their noses ready to smell any oncoming danger. 

An elk’s antlers usually are fully fashioned for the Fall mating season. The antlers are composed 
of layers of cartilage that slowly turn into bone with an added protection of velvet, which also 
provides a cooling effect for the elk in the summer. Once formed and later shed, elk use trees as 
a means to polish their antlers.

Harems of elk and cow are then formed for breeding, some consisting of 15 to 30 deer. Elk 
bugling calls are music to the cows. The sound produces information on the elk’s size and 
strength, which help the cows make their decision, along with noticing the size of the elk’s 
antlers and body. 

There is song and dance. Yes, even the fighting between two male elk can be classified as a 
beautiful ballet to win the heart of the one they desire.  The laws of attraction take on an art form 
of their own.


